
 

 



 

          “LIQUIDACIÓN X CIERRE” (Foreclosure sale) 
 
GAC (Grupo de arte callejero - Street Art Group) 
 
Liquidacion x Cierre is the name of the exhibit that gathers 20 years of work by GAC. The idea of 
giving this name to the exhibit is related, in part, to an intervention that the group did for the first 
time in March 2001, and is coherent with the line of group work linked to the denunciation of 
neoliberal economy. 
This type of denouncement to economic power is an undertone to many of the works from the 
collective. In the exhibit a hole zone is granted to this conceptual unit, denominated “Crisis of 
neoliberalism”, putting emphasis on the bond between the economic model at the end of the 90’s, 
2000’s and the actual economic model. 
The original intervention of GAC, consisted on the placement of a 35 meter long flag with the 
national shield and the frase “Liquidacion X Cierre FMI” in front of the facade of buildings such as: 
The National Congress and Government House in 2001. This acción was done for a second time 
in March 2016, when the government decided to pay the “vulture funds”. The flag used for said 
action, occupies a great part of the showing, using: floor, walls and ceiling. On the sides of the 
flag are two pictures of great formate, corresponding to the interventions in front of the National 
Congress: the one in 2001 and 2016, both tell of the social climate in each context and the 
significance of one same action over time. 
 
 
 
The Exhibits Proposal 
 
The showing “Liquidacion X Cierre” collects most of the work of GAC since its beginnings -1997- 
to the present, and it's a selection of 20 years of group work. 
The curatorial proposal presents the idea of conceptual zonings, traversed by theme topics, 
through which the projects of the group are articulated and intertwined. 
The theme zones of the exhibit are: 
 
Zona 0: Salir. (Going Out) 
Zona 1: Escrache. (Public denunciation) 
Zona 2: Violencia Institucional.  (Institutional Violence) 
Zona 3: Crisis del Neoliberalismo. (Crisis of Neoliberalism) 
Zona 4: 19/20. 
Zona 5: Antimonumento. (Antimonument) 
 
Each zone shows a temporal juxtaposition of recurring subjects that appear in the productions of 
GAC, that go from the complicity of economic power with State Terrorism and external debt, all 
the way to unemployment and big real estate businesses. 
To recuperate part of the political and social context that each zone presents, theorists/militants 
where convoked, to write texts about each theme, diversifying the approach and proposing new 
interpretations. The texts are attached to the appendix of this dossier. 
 



 

The elements or artefacts that GAC usually deploys in public space, are exposed in áreas 
constructed with scaffoldings and wood, that recreate the street estetic of an industrial type. The 
intervention of photography and video, not only serves as document and register of the 
performative, but also as a production of group edition with an intention and language of its own. 
 
The exhibition was developed in the PAyS of Memorial Park - Tribute to the victims of State 
terrorism in Argentina - (2017-2018). This curatorial proposal of GAC contains pieces of 
interventions, posters, objects, video footage, fotografic archives, documentation of the period, 
among other, that favor the understanding of the processes of production and their contexts, 
connecting historical moments, struggles, methodologies and the confrontational affectivity and 
creativity of a social core and the permanent tension and dispute over power. 
 
 
 
Montage Proposal: 
 
The general estetic of the exposition incorporates structural and industrial elements: like 
scaffoldings, and wooden boards to sectorice each one of the zones generating a visual unity of 
the collective. To achieve an esthetic characteristic of GAC, we recur also to graphic elements to 
denominate zones: such as cut outs of  plotters in the walls and floor. Along with the elements of 
street estetic such as “danger” tapes and sectors delimited by the paint of road color. This type of 
containing structures allows the exposition to variate in the montage of its content and formats, 
adding and subtracting this contents and altering its modes of exhibit according to the existing 
spaces and devices. 
 
Because all of the zones have audiovisual material, five led tv’s and three projectors are used. 
They may vary in number and original location according to the layout of the zone. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVTBOWnrY7w&t=36s 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaJLVAb9fVY&t=50s 
 
The flag “Liquidacion x Cierre” occupies a central place in the exposition and is placed  
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVTBOWnrY7w&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aaJLVAb9fVY&t=50s


 

 
 
 



 

Catalog text (breef sintesis): 
 
Auto-education laboratory 
Ana Longoni 
 
The history of GAC is a crucial chapter (only partially known) in an intense and prolific saga of 
artistic activist movement since the beginning of the XX century in Argentina. Crucial, I mean, 
specially at the hour of establishing a bridge or exploring the relation between most recent activist 
movements and the ones emerged in the eighties, during a period that goes from the end of the 
last dictatorship until the beginning of the postdictatorship. It's about a time that has been left 
blurred, invisibilized and opaque amongst the mythical dimensions acquired  by the  artistic and 
political radicalization process in the sixties, particularly the revisited collective action “Tucuman 
Arde” (Tucuman Burns) (1968). It was at that difficult conjuncture signed by state terrorism that 
allowed for the surge of new ways of articulating art and politics, from the use of creative 
resources that impulsed the movement of human rights to visibilice the public demand for the 
30.000 missing people, even to sexual dissidences and the emergency of underground territories, 
liberated spaces in which “the strategy of joy” was revindicated (in the words of Roberto Jacoby) 
as another way of facing the terror. The new cicle of artistic activism that starts mid nineties (not 
only in Argentina, but also in many other places in the world) connects with this scene because of 
the strong bonds, not always explicit but always intense and direct, regarding the biografic 
trajectories and also in accordance with the typical ways of procedure. I'm referring concretely to 
the ties that can be seen between the graphic actions realized in those years by Juan Carlos 
Romero, CAPaTaCo group and the artist that impulsed the “Siluetazo” (Big Silhouette)- Rodolfo 
Aguerreberry, Julio Flores and Guillermo Kexel-, in articulations with the human rights movement 
headed by the Mothers and Grandmothers of Plaza de Mayo, and their reverberation in SAG and 
other collectives that surged postumastly, after 2001 (As a matter of fact, Romero, Flores and 
Kexel were teachers in the Prilidiano Pueyrredon School, and GAC members Lorena Bossi, 
Charo Golder and Mariana Corral had attended since their beginnings: a precise sign of the 
transmission of a legacy shared among generations of artists/activist and also of a plot of 
affective complicities). The direct dialogue between graphic instalments of Romero such as 
“Violencia” (Violence) (CAyC, 1973) or the series of posters that have printed on them the 
interrupted or cutout words (“Desocu”,”Margin”,”Exclusi”,”Exterm”,”Carenc”), that the artist (from 
1995 forward) placed in the streets and in several artistic meetings, with the intervention of GAC 
with the “Bandera de peligro” (Danger Flag), that was displayed in front of the congress, 
Government House and ministry of economy buildings with the extenze “danger” tape, in which 
you can also read the reiterated words “exclusion”, “desocupation,”hunger”,repretion”,”impunity”, 
delimiting a temporary and autonomous space with the context of protests and marches in 
december 2001. Or also with a clear affinity between the icon of “prohibido milico” (soldiers not 
allowed), the profile of a military in a black hole traversed by a red sign of prohibition that 
CAPaTaCo serigraphed in the marches against End Point and Due obedience in the eighties, and 
the logo “Juicio y castigo” (Trial and punishment), that GAC printed in cloth and stuck to the 
pavement from 1999 forward. Or, also, the action that GAC impulsed along with the group 
Etcetera to point out the deaths of construction workers in consequence to the lack of appropriate 
security conditions along Corrientes avenue from downtown until Abasto area, at that time in the 
midths of the construction of the Shopping Mall, painted over its entire trajectory the silhouettes of 



 

the fallen bodies on the pavement, in direct allusion to the Siluetazo procedure: putting the body 
to show the mark of he who is not there anymore. 
Al these references and imbrications, far from growing in detriment to the “value” of practices in 
the expensive terms to the world of original and ownership art, contribute to imagine procedures 
of activism as a reservoir, a box of tools available, “a know-how which is really useful”. [1] In 
these coordinates, this exposition can also be thought of as a pedagogical experiment, of 
self-education, inasmuch as it reverses some ways of transmission of the experience of activism 
from the nineties to the most recent activisms. Not as a meere archaeological exercise but as a 
“memory of the present” [2] capable of interpeeling with cunningness the great somber today, to 
stir it and displace it, and at the same time making ourselves know in what genealogies 
(incomplete and sometimes inescapable) we can recognize ourselves. 
Or is it not so that we could not go out today and fill the streets with campaign placards -that GAC 
launched as a part of the Anti Monument to Julio A. Roca Commission- “New evictments 
Patagonia 2004” that emulate the colorful publicities of Benetton to denounce the eviction of 
mapuche families at hands of landowners that accumulated hundreds of thousands of acres in 
the Patagonia during menemism? Or dress up as cows (as the members of GAC did in the Book 
Fare in 2006) to get the attention of old and new complicities between the Argentinian State and 
Rural Society? 
 
[1] “A really useful know how” was the las title of the exposition about artistic activism curated by the collective WHW 
(What, How and for Whom) in the Reina Sofia Museum, Madrid, 2014, returning to the notion of self-education of the 
working movement in XIX century. 
[2] In the words of Roberto Gargarell  
 
 
 
Zone 0: SALIR (Going Out) 
 
Zone Characteristics: 
 
In this space a series of fotografies are exposed; objects and graphics also, that show the first 
groups action: the “Docentes ayunando” (Teachers fasting). This enclosure inside of the 
exhibition space, recovers the mystic of groups that are rising, also it delimitates the first 
decisions of the aesthetic-politics of group conformation, amongst which are those that are found 
in the choice of no signature, anonimacy, the variation of members inside of the grup, the 
fotografic register as a method of dissemination previous to the existence of social networks, and 
the ritual of reunion and fire as a part of a process of collective brotherhood, that with the pass of 
time will have to do with the permanence of GAC. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Zona 1: Escrache 
 
Zone Characteristics: 
 
It gathers the documentation about the actions of interventions that GAC has felt more identified 
with over the years, because of the force that this form of political denouncement acquired in a 
context of impunity. In this zone, registers and tales of actions and graphic interventions produced 
for the denouncements converge with the processes of collective creation with other groups, 
encompassed between the years 1998 and 2006. It includes visual pieces such as a huge 
version over the map wall “Aquí viven genocidas” (perpetrators live here), a poster that the group 
edited between 2001 and 2006. In this map, the houses of perpetrators publicly denounced by 
the agrupacion H.I.J.O.S. and the Mesa de Escrache Popular (Reunion of Popular public 
Denunciation) between the years 1995 and 2006. Original posters are also on exhibit. A series of 
fotografic images that show the signal work by GAC are exposed also. 
This zone contains a video that compiles a great part of the archive of audiovisual material of the 
public denouncement by H.I.J.O.S ans GAC. Different graphics elaborated by the group are on 
exposition, from flyers to billboards, to stencils, stamps, maps, diarys, all the merchandising used 
during the symbolic construction of Escrache. The images of the denouncement are one of the most 
significative productions of the groups work above all because they have accompanied a practice that 
overreaches the properly artistic language. 
This one also contains documentation about the visual intervention accomplished in 2017 against 
the “2x1” benefit for perpetrators condemned by justice. It consisted in a projection over the 
Metropolitan Cathedral. 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

Zone 2: Institutional violence 
 
Zone Characteristics: 
 
This zone exposes the projects that GAC accomplished against the institutional violence in 
different conflicts that have been visibiliced the way that Security Forces use repressive methods 
heredated from State Terrorism. 
The pieces in this zone are mostly posters in grate format, that use several languages that go 
from denouncement, to humor and irony, or try to appeal to a repositionment by the spectator. 
The “Blancos moviles” (moving targets) poster, accompanied by a notebook that gathers the 
presence and use of this poster in different places in the world, along with a text in collaboration 
with the Colectivo Situaciones (Situations collective). 
Poster ¿Qué hace mejor la policía? / ¿A qué le tenés más miedo? (What do the cops do better / 
what are you more afraid of). Sulfite paper, cumbia estetic. 
Poster Para muestra basta un botón (For an exhibit, a button is enough). Urban type wallpaper, 
intervened by fotografic images that show diverse intervention actions against institutional 
violence and the denunciation of political prisoners. 
Video de acción (acción video). Register of the intervention with stencil in the stairs of Lanus 
station in the context of a manifestation. 
Stencil Poema visual para escaleras (visual poem for stairs), original templates used in the video 
intervention are shown, occupying a hole wall in a ascendant way. 
 
 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 



 

Zone 3: Neoliberalisms crisis 
 
Zone characteristics: 
 
In this zone, several actions, interventions and performances that happened over the lifespan of 
GAC intertwine. They are critical actions against neoliberalism that is characterized by a ludic 
language and the use of a costume as a metaphor or the capitalist code. In the zone, simulation 
and overidentification towards the cultural grammar resources are deployed. Thru this costume 
we try to unveil a false truth. In this zone many performative videos intertwine, some of them are: 
actions against Monterrey makeup in Mexico; polls related with the gentrification of city 
neighborhoods; performances against G8 and child game parodies to denounce unemployment. 
In a small space the work Plan Nacional de Desalojo (National eviction plan) about gentrification 
that was developed mainly the polls done in neighbourhoods about the process of gentrification is 
exhibited. In this sector, original polls and a painted recreation of the table and ballot box are 
exposed. Also, fotografy that documents the boicot action to a City festival, with the explicit 
denouncement to evictments. 
 
A great sector of this xzone is destined to the recreation of a space to tell the action of the launch 
of toy soldiers in parachutes from the city's center, on december 19’th 2001. This action deploys 
previous moments to the popular rebellion in the streets of all of the country, taking a substantial 
symbolic sense to it., In the intervention action, the toy soldiers as well as the publicitary 
iconography, homologate the Security Forces with the markets action. To give account of the 
series of actions set forth by GAC in the days previous to 12/19/2001, spaces where recreated 
with the instalment of the little soldiers, a collage view and a wall filled with documental 
photografies and data of logistical investigation previous to the action. A audiovisual registry of 
the divers launch is exposed, in a super 8 film protected against a wall. 
Last but not least and hung in a central spot, from the ceiling, the flag that is a visual axis of the 
zone and that names the exhibit that reads “Liquidacion x Cierre - Fmi” hangs  . This flag was 
used in two locations, in front of National Congress the first time in march of 2001 as a solitary 
action by the group and the second one in 2016, with a full park with everyone against the 
payment of the debt to vulture funds. Two pictures are exhibited, one for each time it was used. 
 



 

 
 



 

 

 



 

 
 

Zone 4: 19/20 
 
Zone characteristics: 
 
In this space fotografies are exhibited that tell of the action of placing the homage plates of those 
who were murdered by police repression the 19th and 20th of december of 2001. You can see 
the process of construction of the homages to the victims of 19/20 put forth by various 
organizations and family members. GAC confects the plaques in a precarious way at first, with 
cloth and resin, and later it makes them in enameled ceramic. The resources of the homage can 
be seen documented in this zone, in the use of tools and procedures that build diverse symbolic 
artefacts. 
 
Another exposed element in this zone is a crowbar used by police to destroy the plaques. This 
crowbar is exposed a a trophy in a acrylic dome over a shelf and is accompanied by a video 
produced by the television program Punto Doc, in which document maker Naomi Klein discovers 
the police acting in fraganti. Another video registers a series of homages filmed during the year 
2002. 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 
 
 
 
Zone 5: Anti Monument 
 
Zone characteristics: 
 
The main theme of this zone tries to draw a genealogy of genocide in Argentina, visualizing the 
conexión between the extermination of native people during the Desert Campaign, the 
instauration of a agro exporting economic model based on the usurpation of lands and the 
prevalence of the national oligarchy and neoliberal governments. The name of the zone is taken 
from one of the actions that GAC put forth since 2003 that consisted in a campaign to destitute 
the figure of Julio Argentino Roca from the notion of national hero that is evoked in monuments, 
streets and bills. 
The main area of this zone is a scene of an office or dispatch with a executive chair and desk. 
Over the desk are displayed fotografies of actions and graphic material used in the actions, that 
contain information about the Sociedad Rural Argentina (Argentine Rural Society) and the 
Martinez de Hoz family. Behind it, a video register of the intervention at the SRA during a book 
fair in 2007. A group of five human scale cow suits oversee the space, with there cocade that 
represent some of the company beneficiated by the economic model. 
The space is completed by a huge stencil of the logo Anti Monument, a graffiti that says “Es 
mejor un mayo francés que un julio argentino” (A french may is better than an argentinian July), 
and three led signs that compose the phrase “Destruya monumentos a genocidas” (destroy the 
monuments of perpetrators). 



 

In the perimeter of this zone and as a counterpart of anti monument, fotografies and videos are 
shown from the series Presentes, a homage to the disappeared with fotografic ampliations 
composed in a mosaic in the walls of ex ESMA and the cities of Trelew, Rawson and Moron. One 
of the panels is intervened by a photograph of Santiago Maldonado, using the same visual 
resource. 
 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
Brief Group biography: 
 
GAC/Street Art Group is currently integrated by Lorena Bossi, Carolina Golder, Mariana Corral, 
Vanesa Bossi and Fernanda Carrizo. All of whom live and work in Buenos Aires. 
It was formed in 1997 in Buenos Aires, with a small group of students of Arts. 
Their first interventions varied from mural-graffiti to actions over billboards. In 1998 they start to 
participate in public denouncements of the group H.I.J.O.S. with the creation of a symbolic 
denouncement based on the tergiversation of urban codes. In 1999 they came out winners in the 
Contest of Sculptures for the Memory Park with their work Memory Billboards, that is already 
placed up. The format chosen for its interventions encompasses the installation, the graphic, the 
performative and the video. They have collaborated with human rights organisms, independent 
unions, non partisan political agrupations, disoccupied organization and investigation groups in 
diverse áreas of culture. 
 
The main motivation of our interventions is still two big themes: on one side, the denunciation of 
crimes against humanity committed by the last military dictatorship and the genealogy of 
genocide in Argentina, and on the other side, the struggle against neoliberal politics in the 
nineties and their consequences. 
 
A great part of our job is inspires in popular wisdom and of anonymous caracter. 



 

We encourage the re-appropriation of our practices and methods by part of groups and 
individuals with the same interests as us. Many of our proyecto rise and/or are developed from 
the collective construction, generating a dynamic of produccion that is in permanent 
transformation due to the exchange with others. 
 
They have participated in exhibits and events, among which are mentioned: 50 Biennale of 
Venice (2003), Ex Argentina. Ludwig Museum, Colonia, Alemania (2004). Cartografías 
Disidentes, SEACEX (2008-2009). Panteón de los Héroes, Fundación Osde, Buenos Aires 
(2011). Nuevas Realidades Video-Políticas, ciudades de España y América Latina (2012 – 2013). 
Cartografías Poéticas de la Memoria,Centro Cultural Haroldo Conti, Buenos Aires 
(2012).https://grupodeartecallejero.wordpress.com/ 
 
 
They participated as invited artist in the celebrations of the Bicentenary, with the installation of 
AntiMonument (Buenos Aires, May 2010). In 2009 the published the book Thoughts, practices 
and actions of GAC, Ed. Tinta Limon. 
http://archive.org/details/GacPensamientosPracticasYAcciones 
 
 
 
Appendix/ Zone texts 
 
Zona 0 - Going out 
 
Zone’s text: Sebastian Hacher 
Can you remember how your greatest friendhships, greatest loves where born? Don't think about those 
bonds that don't last forever. Neither of those that are stretched over the years. Think about those 
encounters that change us forever. They usually start sort of in the same way: a casual encounter, a 
coincidence in space and time, a spark that is ignited and turns two strangers in to part of a same family. 
At that moment we cant register it, but with the passing of the years they turn epic. They are the myths that 
construct our biography. We revise them and they seem so fragile as they do decisive. Could I have 
missed out on meeting the love of my life if I hadn't turned the corner that one afternoon of January? What 
would have been of our lives if that morning I wouldn't have revealed and just sticked with the family 
mandate of studying chemistry? And what if I would have gotten into a different commission in the entry 
course to the School of Art? 
If you can find a moment of those in your memory, if you have ever experimented the vibrant instant that 
brought you together with other people forever, then you can understand how the Street Art Group was 
born. 
Because we are not only standing before a political art collective. GAC is a vital experience. Did it start 
because one of them arrived late to the first class of drawing and sat beside the other? Because two art 
students shared a home assignment? Whas it gestated in casual conversation over a train ride? 
The magic of what is casual only has an effect when the conditions for it to happen are in synchrony. This 
happens at GAC. Imagine a group of girls slightly over twenty in 1997. In Buenos Aires, teachers where 
fasting in front of Congress. In the south, piqueteros where facing Gendarmeria (a branch of Army). The 
H.I.J.O.S. agrupation was signaling out genocide implicates homes. The model of the nineties was starting 
to crack everywhere. There were still people going to Miami, but desocupation what's already wrecking 
everything. 

https://grupodeartecallejero.wordpress.com/
http://archive.org/details/GacPensamientosPracticasYAcciones
http://archive.org/details/GacPensamientosPracticasYAcciones


 

Each Sunday, they would gather at home to eat pasta. Sharing the food was the first ritual before leaving. 
They had little rules: you had to go wearing black, respect the notions of “cohabiting” and to take a picture 
at the end of the activity. One of the registries shows them sitting on the floor against a wall; all of them with 
dark uniforms and their mouth covered by a white cloth. The first murals where in support of the teachers of 
the white tent. They used diverse materials, some times precarious: real teacher outfits glued to the wall, 
the ones held up by enduido and burned with a torch so a mark would be left.  
With the passing of the weeks the materials became more clasic and cheap: ferrite and lime. 
This activity was sustained for a whole year. Each sunday they would paint a different mural. Sometimes 
the group was reduced to the original nucleus; others, it gained some twenty people. “There are people that 
find out -the girls of GAC would latter write once they narrated their one story- and want to participate 
without knowing what its about”. 
 
Zone 1 - Escrache 
 
Zone’s text: H.I.J.O.S. Capital (Sons and Daughters for identity and justice against oblivion and 
silence). 
What is here around us talks to one story. If you lived it, if you remember it, if you were told about it or if 
you are finding out now, this moment smells like burnt tires in a roadblock in the road, its color is white 
because there are teachers fasting at the Tent outside of Congress, hunger is combated with a popular 
casserole, in the 9’th precinct of La Plata they are kidnapping Miguel Bru, each Wednesday retired folk 
march for their rights, Walter Bulacio is being tortured at the 35’th precinct causing his death, the genocide 
perpetrators Scilingo narrates on television what death flights where, genocide perpetrators cannot be 
judged because of the validity of laws that guarantee impunity (Obedience and Final say)*. 
An entire society lives with the genocides perpetrators: uninformed individuals and civilians that were a part 
of State terrorism that was installed between 1976 and 1983, but had started earlier and took a while to 
leave. In the bakery, in the elevator, with their uniform on, there they are. Those who kidnapped, tortured, 
disappeared, murdered, stole babies, raped people that were held against their will, generated a historical 
amount of debt, gave away our sovereignty, obliged thousands of people to exile and censured: they 
committed crimes against humanity. 
Impunity is everywhere. The mothers, grandmothers, parents, family members, survivers, keep fighting for 
Memory, Truth and Justice. The white handkerchiefs are in Plaza de Mayo each thursday. A group of sons 
and daughters of victims of genocide start to gather and organize. They give themselves a name: H.I.J.O.S 
(Sons and Daughters for identity and justice against oblivion and silence). And they decide to do something 
else: fight for Justice and Punishment for the perpetrators of the genocide. There, they unite with GAC and 
scream in the neighbourhoods: If there is no justice ¡there is public denouncement! 
In 1996 the public denouncement start to denunciate the judicial impunity. Drums can already be heard 
coming from La Chilinga. There are already artist asking how to participate. These social bonds that the las 
civic-military dictatorship tried to destroy with fear, are now forming back again. Judicial Impunity is 
responded in the neighborhood with social condemnation. Collectively, with all of the neighbors, rallys at 
parks, schools and other places, the public denouncement tries to install rejection against participants of 
the genocide. The public denunciation, somehow, rises as a reaction and turns into organised action. 
In the street, painting the pavement and cobblestone, hanging up signs to signal where genocide 
perpetrators lived, the public denouncement demonstrates that if a Government doesn't judge, condemn an 
jail those responsible, the people can take the jails to them. 
Maybe you are part of the neighbors that applaud from the balcony, o takes a moment to cook and then 
joins the denouncement, or that knows a neighborhood that a responsible lives in and lets us know so that 
we can denounce him/her. Rebellious to the autocomplete, or of difficult pronunciation for come countries, 
a question to others, conviction for some, the public denunciation is memory in action. 
 
500 meters away, a GAC signal points to a home where a perpetrator of the genocide lives. “Here live 
perpetrators”, says a map that addresses society about the territory: in all of the marked homes, lives a 



 

perpetrator. The neighbors dimension the magnitude of the fact that perpetrators are in other 
neighborhoods and search for any of them in their own or help with information. Because the 
denouncement is that: collective rebellion against impunity.; 
After weeks of working it in the neighborhood, it starts. We go to the town square. We are going to tell them 
who and what did the perpetrator did. There is dancing, singing, emotions. We start to walk and travel the 
streets. From the windows they watch, they even join in. And at each moment that passes, we are more. 
We arrive. Some megaphone or microphone will start saying that “as it will happen with the nazis: wherever 
you go, we will go looking” and the song will begin again once the vitorings “ole,ole,ole,ola” are heard once 
more. Here, in the door where the lives impune, we call out his crimes. And the paint is already in the wall: 
where lives a perpetrator. It says so now, while it's still fresh, it will say so tomorrow and everyday. Each 
time someone walks by, they will now who lives there and what he did. He is no neighbor: he is a 
perpetrator. We begin to leave, but we will be back. Now there is music in these corners of which we say 
goodbye in the middle of the street. Tomorrow, when the perpetrator goes to buy bread, the denouncement 
will already be a verb. 
*There could only be advances in this matter in causes of child abduction, excluding laws of impunity, and 
trials outside the country. 
 
 
Zone 2-Institutional violence 
 
Zone’s text: Sergio “Cherco” Smietniansky 
 
The return to functioning constitutional institutions in 1983 meant hope for the argentinian people who were 
quickly frustrated faced with the continuity of a unjust political, economic, social and juridical system, that 
institutionalized impunity and conserved the repressive apparatus, adapting it to the necessities of the new 
ETAPA of formal democracy. 
“The National Security Doctrine” that until that time had had as its main -but only- executioner being the 
Armed Forces, is now reformulated as “The Social Security Doctrine”, now being its mane -but also not 
only- executioner the police (provincial and Federal). 
The police is now common news because of the tortures taking place in precincts, because of the arbitrary 
detentions, because of the cases of forced disappearance and specially because of the quantity of deaths 
by a modality that will soon to be known as “gatillo fácil” (“loose trigger”). In May 1986, the massacre at 
Ingeniero Budge occurred, where for the first time a hole neighborhood organized itself to fight against 
repressive police. From there the expression “gatillo fácil” was adopted, when one of the lawyers of the 
families of the victims -dr. Leon “toto” Zimmerman - takes an expression from Rodolfo Walsh that 
referenced “gatillo alegre” (“happy trigger”)(*) and reformulates it to “gatillo fácil”, expression that with the 
passage of years is popularised to identify a murder committed by the security forces in Argentina. 
 
The massive demonstrations that are produces consequence of the Massacre of Budge confirmed that the 
way of facing this repressive modality is: unity, organization and fighting. That's how family members and 
neighbors of the victims of “gatillo fácil” start to take consciousness of the fight that must be given in the 
Courts and streets. 
The problem is that “gatillo fácil” is generally accompanied by “absolucion fácil” (fast absolution), endorsed 
by the Justice System, with the necessary and vital participation of the economic and political power. 
To all of the above, the so called “discurso de la inseguridad” (insecurity discourse) must also be 
accounted for. It manipulates public opinion and contributes to identifying delinquency in poor 
neighborhoods. 
The theory that to garantice the security of the citizenship a tough attitude is needed was definitely 
established to the ends of the nineties, when the country became experimental grounds for the “doctrina de 
la ventana rota” (broken window doctrine) and others that emerged from north american thinkers with 



 

William Bratton heading it. With the pretext of crimes against property, the middle class is insured into 
anger, with the goal of getting more content towards facilitating social control and repression. 
But the “war on crime” is not alone:” in the way that popular resistance grows towards socio-economic 
politics that generate exclusion the necessity of the system to exercise discipline against those who 
confront the system grows, even in the context of a small and concrete claim. It's what we call the 
“criminalization of protest”. 
The police presence in social mobilizations is menacing and massive; harassment from security forces 
towards leaders or social and sindical members is increased; an intolerant and menacing discourse is 
imposed towards those who demand for a better salary, employment and education; multiple judicial cases 
are initiated against protagonists of the social demands for crimes supposedly committed in the protests; 
the incarceration of militants because of political reason increases. We are labeled as terrorist once again, 
but this time with the “law” on their side. It's all about generative nocive actions against moviliced popular 
sector, generally protagonist of social claims, many of the times with a certain political development. All of 
this always combined with direct repression against organized militant, that over the years increases the list 
of fatal victims such as Carlos “Petete” Almiron, Dario y Maxi, Carlos Fuentealba and Mariano Ferreira. 
With the forced disappearance of Julio Lopez in 2006 who and Santiago Maldonado, August 1st 2017, who 
could have been kidnapped by Gendarmeria in the midsts of a brutal represion, done with the presence of 
one of the top members of the Ministry of Security. 
We could say that now a days, popular sector suffers the combination of these two repressive 
methodologies relatively different. Even if between both of them, gray áreas prevent the absolute 
differentiation of both, the truth is that the differences seem illustrative to comprehend the new ways of 
social control, in permanent evolution. 
We can say that SAG - that exact combination of art and resistance that makes it unique - has participated 
in a direct way in the struggles against both methodologies. 
We can say that this retrospective look at things past, is a collective invitation to continue that path. 
(*) The writer - journalist Rodolfo Walsh, in a publishment of SAG, wrote of the Provincial Police: “... they 
are a pack of degenerate men, an empty uniform, organised crime that acts in the name of the law; a sect 
of happy trigger is also the cult of corruption”. 
 
 
Zone 3 - The crisis of neoliberalism 
 
Zone’s text: Veronica Gago. Researcher for CONICET and member of Tinta Limon editorial group. 
 
The words crisis and neoliberalism are conjugated frequently. But a less used fórmula is the one that is 
produced in this zone: the crisis of neoliberalism. A zone of street and neighborhood disputes. A zone 
where affections (the fear and anger; helplessness and celebration) were knitted in the interperium. A zone 
that GAC signals with concrete, compelling, anticipatory actions. 
The crisis of neoliberalism happened when its legitimacy fell to pieces, in the brink of the new century. It 
wasn't magical or spontaneous. The crisis was produced by the desire to cuestion that normality that 
neoliberalism imposed with a deafening silence. It wasn't a purely microeconomic fenomenon neither a 
miscalculation (good or wrong) of the elites. The crisis of neoliberalism was indispensable without the 
subjectivities of the crisis: those practices and words with which we push and name it; those practices and 
words with which we lived without knowing hoy those days were to finish. The crisis of neoliberalism is 
today, to, a forever alive memory of that way of living in the crisis, The memory and remembrance in the 
collective core as a way of saying enough! 
The exclusion and precarization where consecrated in argentina with the numbers of the phenomenon that 
marked the last years of the nineties: desocupation. The chair game that GAC installed as a street 
choreography in the year 2000 showed that sinister dance that they were trying to impose upon us. People 
pushing other people, each one won over by the desperation of seeing everyone around them as a 
menace. The proposal that came from above was simple: the competitive management of shortage as a 



 

frenetic game. The crisis started when many started to stop obeying the chair game and started to organize 
as movements of disoccupied people. The crisis of neoliberalism had those movements as their main 
authors and doers. 
 
The crisis of neoliberalism was also a way that we got to denounce the complicity of the political system, 
that resonates with that machine of popular justice that the public denouncement had turned on. The flag 
with the phrase “LIQUIDACION POR CIERRE”, the one with which GAC surrounded the National 
Congress, sintetic, also in 2011, what some time later would be consecrated in that popular chantix that 
“emptied” de institutions of their legitimacy and put them on the brink of abyss because of the collective 
feeling of being fed up: “Kick them all out!”. That sign of “Liquidacion por cierre” was already in our retina: 
we had seen it in factories and commerces in the apex of privatizations. Now the task was reversing itself: 
the action that GAC changed it sense and, by putting the flag in Parliament, evidenced the way that the 
complicity between the State and certain companies (national and transnational) in favor of their economic 
interests, was prolonged. What had been cemented in the last military dictatorship was consecrated 
beneath “democratic” procedures. 
Amongst such signs, we saw that neoliberalism planed one last invasion: exactly as GAC foresaw, small 
toy soldiers in pink parachutes flew from the windows of the CITY porteña in a form of sorpesive and 
strategic landing, whilst tanks and missiles stamps intervene banks and publicity vitrines. They were the 
last signs that that neoliberalism that thought itself safeguarded by the financial “shielding” that credit 
organizations launched public appropriation of debt and the standing government cheered for. The 
“invasion” action happened in between december 16 and 19 of 2001. The invasion was finished when the 
popular rising began. That rise was what really inaugurated the crisis of neoliberalism. That xzone that 
GAC, in its own way of street intervention, was portraying, anticipating with images, like when you own 
blazing images of that to come. 
Now well: there is no crisis that doesn't produce counterattacks. After came the repression and evictmen. 
Sag invented an institution of the future: the Ministry of Control. By the means of surveys that formed the 
civilian consensus, the ministry organized the evictem for any who that obstaculizar business. It was 
evidenced that evicting took place specially in spaces occupied by “unoccupied” workers. It was done in 
San Telmo to allow real estate gentrification at the hands of museum and it was done in the old textile 
factory Brukman, an icon of recovered business. Festivals of evictment and represion started to reshape 
the city, of wanting to conjure up the memory of the crisis and of that untimely comune that lived amongst 
factories and strikes, in assemblies and public denouncements. 
 
 
Zone 4 - 19 / 20 
 
Zone’s text: Maria Arena. Colleague of Gaston Rive, killed in police repression on December 20th 
2001. 
 
Ten days from one of the bloodies represions that our people suffered during democracy, a short time 
before the ending of tha fatidic 2001, when a passing government gave the Police the faculties to kill 39 
argentinian people, we were alone. The only call we received was the on from GAC. 
There we started to cry out our homages, that were not more that week sensations that morphed into the 
reflexion of contained anger, with the battle at out feet. 
We were creating the frases ourselves, the ceramics, the scripture and the backing of the plaques that 
remember what us the family members wanted to remember from them. Always in debt of maybe it not 
being what they desired. 
We faced the police, it made us strong in the streets, it gave us the courage to denounce, it pushed us into 
the fight. 
We walked each month, on the 20th, during the first year, in the same streets that they walked on and died 
in. 



 

THe silence towards the injustices marked the territory, it happened in the sidewalks, in the walls, in the 
songs of protest, in voice a far, in the sweet, in the air. 
We lived together, the cries and anger from have lost our family members. 
We had to bear that the plaques were vandalised. That our memories were vandalized. Always. In the 
beginning and yet today, as it was for Albertos one, that we were never able to recompose. 
In moment of great sorrow, the members of GAC knew how to find the right words, that we could not 
speak. 
They had the bravery to break the structures, even in times of desilusion. When everything seem to be lost. 
They taught us to explode with them, from art, against injustice and impunity. 
Ideas of a bunch of people, were transformed into collective action that had the tendency not to allow 
oblivion to do its job and find its space. 
They gave us the impulse to fight with art from the street, where our fellow partners had left their lives. 
From commitment, to be together, from relentless accompaniment, we put out in plain sight the capacity to 
turn into love, the suden pain, even if it still hurts. 
They gave us the impulse to face those who killed, dressed in the uniforms of killers, it lighted our wished to 
continue the path, not without disappointment, not without failure, with great hope, but with the certainty of 
have doing even the impossible. 
 
From the intervention of GAC, our streets talk to us. THey are not mute, because it was able to translate 
into street art, the violence exercised against the people, and the answer of the victims, giving out 
punishment to those responsible. 
The suffering turned into a scream, a single scream, putting together the tears, displaying the flags, 
scattering the smoke that the ashes of young spilled blood left, to be able to shout out loudly: 
GASTON RIVA, IS STILL HERE! ALBERTO MÁRQUEZ, IS STILL HERE! DIEGO LAMAGNA, IS STILL 
HERE! CARLOS ALMIRÓN,  IS STILL HERE! GUSTAVO BENDETTO,  IS STILL HERE!  THOSE WHO 
HAVE FALLEN LIVE IN OUR FIGHT. 
 
 
Zone 5 - Antimonument 
 
Zone’s text: Mariana Corral. Anti-monuments, de-monumentalization y popular movements 
 
Which names identifie our streets, schools and cities? Who do we want to remember and revinidicate? 
Who do we forget? How many identities are wiped out of existence each time a monument is erected? 
 
 
Every monument refers or has a origin in its passed, something that has already happened. It represents a 
version of a fact or a historical carachterer validated by heredated tradition, The materiality of a monument 
transports the idea of silliness and durability thru time. Stone, bronce, marmol, concrete, iron, steel: they 
are materials that carry the weight of their physical quality and of the history that ratifies them. A materiality 
that is generally more inmutable than its own ideological model that founded them. 
The fighting that starts in the mid 90’s with the crisis of neoliberalism not only question the implantation of 
an economical model but also the imposition of a symbolic system that has left out the preexisting cultural 
identities of the colonial invasion out of history for more than 500 years. This symbolic sistem was 
consolidated in Argentina during the generation of the 80’s, in the conformation of a National State that 
looked upon european models. Not because of chance is that most of the monuments that “adorn” the 
public áreas start to be based in this period, copying the aesthetic keys of the invading culture. THis 
process is observed in every country with a colonial past. 
But when these versions of history start to be questioned, a process of de-monumentalization is initiated. 
Faced with these solidified forms, new demands of sense surge. Contesting a monument implies to 
deconstruct it, denunciate it. We talked about an anti-monument[1] as the negative of the official version, as 



 

an opposition, and at the same time also as an affirmation of a new emerging subjectivity. In our approach 
we take the concept beyond the scope of art, moving towards the interstitium between poetic discourse and 
militant political practice. 
Social movements in Argentina and other countries of Latin America produced their own anti-monumental 
symbolization, in time they created other revendicative ways of their struggles and memory of their martyrs. 
The human necessity to construct commemorative sites paves its path without the permission of the State 
or the market. We could consider there productions as popular monuments, emerging from the process of 
de-monumentalizers that happened since  2001 in Argentina. The anti-monument implies the reactive 
intervention among the contested monument (direct accions, painting, acts of rejection, etc.), while the 
popular monument promotes visibility of what is denied. 
The popular monument  doesn't need noble materials, accepting the possibility of its own destruction. It 
doesn't impose, it blends in with the living environment, it dialogues and shows itself permeable to constant 
transformation by the hand of its co-creators and destinataries. It goes beyond simple commemorative 
burden: it implies the taking of control of our own machinery of symbolic production. 
The popular monument and the anti-monument are generators of tough political and territorial disputes, 
triggers of conflict in the context amongst which they surge. The sustainment of these practices over time 
exercises a real political pressure that -in given conditions- allows to obtain recognition and oficial 
validation, as it is seen in the case of the approval of laws to change the name of certain places(Dario 
Santillan and Maximiliano Kosteki station, Rodolfo Walsh station) and the creation of new monuments 
(Juana Azurduy). 
Today we observe a strong set back of those conquest. A new conservative restauration is advancing in 
the horizon. The images that represent us and for which we have fought so hard for are now the target of a 
new attempt to hide the past. We are in front of a strict logic wich every new position of power tends to 
erase and punish dissidence. The owners of almost everything start to claim for the perpetual bronce and 
total occupation of the screens. It will be a matter, then, of sustaining with wit the periodic renewal of our 
memories and to take down the pedestals of post-truth. 
[1]. The concept of anti-monument or counter-monument is taken from James E. Young, who refers 
specifically to a generation of artist, specially from post-Holocaust Germany, such as Horst Hoheisel. The 
nazis used the monumental to glorify their ideology, ergo the language that is used to remember the victims 
of it can never be so. As well intentioned as a monument may be, it will always pose a problem: they 
function as a definitive solution to memory, removing responsibility to those subjects whose task it is to 
keep it alive.  
So there be no oblivion, the spectator must be removed from the área of comfort and be put in front of the 
task of reflexion. 
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